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01 / Be Indispensable
The business of energy never stands still. Changes in technology, market
demand, and regulations require today’s utilities to constantly adapt. Since
1995, more energy industry customers have turned to OATI to provide
solutions to their operational challenges. In fact, more than 95% of North
American reliability organizations use our software and services, making OATI
one of the most trusted names in the energy arena.
More than 1,100 dedicated staﬀ – with more combined energy industry
experience than any other software solutions provider and one of the industry
– highest concentrations of PhDs – are working with single-minded focus to
meet our customers – changing commercial and technical needs.

99.9% of OATI customers choose to extend treir
contracts for additional three to ﬁve years.

02 / Connect Wholesale to Retail
OATI solutions connect – not only with one another, but with the external
interfaces and legacy systems you count on every day; providing customers
with OATI solutions that accept data from nearly any source and can output
the reports you need at the click of a button.
We live in an increasingly networked world. It is essential to our teams within
OATI that we provide customers with advanced technology solutions that
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provide a multitude of options, for you, by connecting generation,
transmission, and demand-side resources to the wholesale energy market.

With Solutions stretching from the wholwsale
market to retail distribution, OATI is indispensable
at every level of the energy industry.

At OATI, every step during the development of a product is modiﬁed to
match customer needs. We want our solutions to provide utilities that
optimize power supply management eﬀorts, check costs, and fully harness
the reliability,

03 / Build the Future
OATI is proud to present its best-in-class, NERC CIP- compliant Data Centers, with
the strictest standards and security to ensure your data is secure and system
reliability is high.
On a user-based level: OATI solutions give utilities complete and secure control of
their resources, assets, and energy grid equipment. With the integration available,
users are provided with the ability to manage a wide array of assets, using secure
and easy web-based solutions.
To ﬁnd out more about how your organization can use OATI solutions to solve
complex problems, visit OATI.com.
The OATI Private Cloud provides customers with
robust redundancy reliability.

About OATI
OATI software solutions are proactively transforming the business of energy. For the last 25 years,
OATI tools have been helping our customers manage the trading and transmission demands of the
deregulated energy market.
Today, OATI oﬀers more than 100 products stretching from wholesale to retail, including Energy
Trading & Risk Management, Transmission, and Smart Grid Solutions to more than 2,200 loyal
customers. Supporting all of these are OATI’s state-of-the-art, NERC CIP-compliant Data Centers, built
to Tier IV standards – the strictest in the industry – ensuring security and performance for the OATI
industry-leading Software-as- a-Service (SaaS) delivery model and customers’ critical cyber assets.
Every day, comprehensive OATI solutions are enhancing eﬃciency and improving operations for our
customers. And with more combined energy industry experience than any other software solutions
provider, utilities can trust that the complex challenges they face are getting the expert attention they
deserve.
OATI is constantly innovating to help our customers make moving and delivering energy nearly eﬀortless
and extremely rewarding.
OATI has more combined energy industry experience than any other software solutions provider and one
of the industry’s highest concentration of PhDs.

